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Landlubbers can make a splash with these easy-to-make watercraft using simple, everyday

items! You'll be surprised how you can use two soft drink cans and a rubber band to make a

catamaran, a plastic bottle and baking soda to make a jet boat, and more! Get your materials

together and see how these boats float and race. There's something for all wannabe sailors.
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D. Fowler, “This is a fabulously fun book of watercraft projects young craftspeople will love ....

Ahoy, matey! If you’re into crafts, but find that the duct tape wallet is kind of old-school, you

just might want to build some boats. You can build one, two, or all eight of them if you’re so

inclined (I know you are!). Of course safety pays in many ways and you might have to have a

bit of supervision now and then. For example, rulers and duct tape aren’t too dangerous, but

that glue gun ... well, they can get some hot. Most of the tools and supplies you’ll need can be

found right around the house, or, if need be, can be found at your local dollar store. Save up

that allowance and get ready to build!If you’re a true fan of sailing, a catamaran is a speed

demon you might want to build. If you’re into them, you may know that “the hull (bottom) is

narrow to reduce contact with water so there is less friction to slow them down.” Then there’s

that double hull. Of course you won’t be building a real catamaran, but if you’re a young

craftsperson with attention to detail, you can make a working model. You’ll need a large paper

clip, a wooden bead, some heavy-gauge garden wire, a large rubber band, a couple of energy

drink cans, a plastic propeller, a wooden chopstick, and some zip ties.Tools will also be

needed, but once you’ve gathered up everything you need, you’ll be ready to go ... almost.

There’s a bit of reading and studying to do before you start (highly recommended). In boat

making, as in many things, precision counts. You’ll be checking out pictures and following step-

by-step instructions. No doubt, when you have a successful working model, you’ll have a

bunch of awestruck friends who will admire your work. Once you have their attention, you can



tell them about Newton’s Third Law of Motion and the fact that “every push one way produces

an equal push the opposite way.” Now just how cool can it get?This is a fabulously fun book of

watercraft projects young craftspeople will love. There are standard projects that have been

around for this age group forever, but aren’t of generally high interest. This particular

curriculum-based text can be used by students or teachers who want more challenging, fun

projects to work on. The book pops with photographs of these projects as they are being

constructed. Each boat project is prefaced by a list of tools, a list of needed supplies (included

visuals), as well as sidebars entitled “How it Works” and “Real-World Engineering.” There’s an

icon that indicates just which step in the process might need some adult supervision. In the

back of the book is an index and engineering-style glossary with photographs.•%º
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    This book courtesy of the publisher (to the library).”

The book by Georgia Levenson Keohane has a rating of 5 out of 3.0. 2 people have provided

feedback.
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